Effect of pH-responsive alginate/chitosan multilayers coating on delivery efficiency, cellular uptake and biodistribution of mesoporous silica nanoparticles based nanocarriers.
Surface fuctionalization plays a crucial role in developing efficient nanoparticulate drug-delivery systems by improving their therapeutic efficacy and minimizing adverse effects. Here we propose a simple layer-by-layer self-assembly technique capable of constructing mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) into a pH-responsive drug delivery system with enhanced efficacy and biocompatibility. In this system, biocompatible polyelectrolyte multilayers of alginate/chitosan were assembled on MSN's surface to achieve pH-responsive nanocarriers. The functionalized MSNs exhibited improved blood compatibility over the bare MSNs in terms of low hemolytic and cytotoxic activity against human red blood cells. As a proof-of-concept, the anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) was loaded into nanocarriers to evaluate their use for the pH-responsive drug release both in vitro and in vivo. The DOX release from nanocarriers was pH dependent, and the release rate was much faster at lower pH than that of at higher pH. The in vitro evaluation on HeLa cells showed that the DOX-loaded nanocarriers provided a sustained intracellular DOX release and a prolonged DOX accumulation in the nucleus, thus resulting in a prolonged therapeutic efficacy. In addition, the pharmacokinetic and biodistribution studies in healthy rats showed that DOX-loaded nanocarriers had longer systemic circulation time and slower plasma elimination rate than free DOX. The histological results also revealed that the nanocarriers had good tissue compatibility. Thus, the biocompatible multilayers functionalized MSNs hold the substantial potential to be further developed as effective and safe drug-delivery carriers.